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The tech of Dr. C. L. Moore was none too flattering to the student who, in his words, "was a large boy and a small man." It is an inspiring and personally appealing
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A CALL TO DUTY

LAST year a discreditil situation arose on Open House night

ARCHITECTURAL FORESIGHT

FROM the undergraduate viewpoint, the move to study the future

THE COLLEGE REPRESENTED

A resolution now under consideration passes the Dominon Par-

Side Interests Of Great Value—Acquire Hobby

Get a Hobby—Incluch It Quietly

Above the chorus about the "true
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Interest In The "XXI Century Club"

Some new voices are heard and a spirit

The guest of honor was Miss Helen

THE CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH, St. Stephen and Gainsborough Sts.,

Communications

To the Editor

It has been suggested by members of our faculty that we

The possibilities, in the case of a great

Selwyn: "The Four Flusher." Ambitious

Plymouth: "The Goose Hangs High." Con-

Good Friday 12 to 3 p.m.

Play Directory

Colonnial: "Kill Bills." Eddie Carver and Mary Alice in their own prod-
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